
Words cannot translate horror. Words can barely translate the sorrow of a whole nation, a 

sadness which extends far beyond its borders.  

But we can be certain that THEY will never destroy joy, the freedom of youth, the happiness 

of being together on a Friday evening in Paris.  

United, France and her people will stand. 

 

Mes chers compatriotes et amis français, 

Dear friends from Wellington and New Zealand, 

Chère Celia,  

Dear all, 

 

I, you, we will never forget the faces, the smiles of all the victims whose lives were brutally 

snatched away. Their names were Chloe, Romain, Mathias, Quentin, Nick, Djamila, Michelli, 

Valeria. Tragically, there are too many for me to name them all. Most of the victims were 

barely 30.  

Tonight, we stand in tribute to them all and in support of their families and friends, in support 

of those who are fighting for their lives after the horrific attacks of Friday evening in Paris. 

 

The attacks were directed against our values, our youth and our way of life.  Today, we are 

mourning. 

 

We are not alone. New Zealand and her people, the world has shown extraordinary solidarity 

and compassion in this difficult time.  I would also like to personally and, on behalf of my 

fellow citizens and the French government sincerely thank you all for being here tonight and 

express my immense gratitude to all the people of New Zealand for the outpouring of support 



which you have expressed for Paris, for France and for her people.  We know that New 

Zealand stands with France in the global fight against terror. 

 

As we stand here, part of a global community, we have seen the world light up in bleu, blanc, 

rouge. Here in New Zealand, the Sky Tower, the Michael Fowler Centre, the Auckland 

museum and other buildings around the country have shone brightly in the colours of France. 

Candles have been lit all over in memory. When France, the birth country of human rights, is 

targeted, the world falls under a shadow. Yet, in this time of darkness in Paris, our city of 

lights, light will always prevail. 

 

Paris has seen harrowing times before, and she has risen time and time again. I am reminded 

of Général de Gaulle and how appropriate his words are to describe the resilience of Paris:  

 

“Paris, Paris outragé, Paris brisé, Paris martyrisé mais Paris libéré ! Libéré par lui-même, 

libéré par son peuple avec le concours des armées de la France, avec l’appui et le concours de 

la France tout entière : c’est-à-dire de la France qui se bat. C’est-à-dire de la seule France, de 

la vraie France, de la France éternelle. » 

 

France will not remain afraid. Though we will always remember the tragedy and remember 

the smiles and faces of the lost one, Paris will always be a city of joy and of laughter, of 

culture and beauty. The joie de vivre will prevail. 

United, France will stand. Our values remain strong as ever: Liberté, Egalite, Fraternité,  

 

Vive la République, vive la France. 

I would like to invite you now to share a minute of silence. 


